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Abstract

Emotion Cause Analysis has been a key topic001
in natural language processing. Previous002
works focus on Emotion Cause Extraction003
(ECE), a clause-level classification task aimed004
at extracting causes of certain given emotion005
in text. The task has been expanded to Emo-006
tion Cause Pair Extraction (ECPE) that focus007
on extracting both emotions and correspond-008
ing causes in the context. Most existing meth-009
ods for the ECPE task implement a joint model010
that performs extracting and matching of emo-011
tion and cause clauses simultaneously. How-012
ever, we argue that different input features are013
needed for the two subtasks, thus sharing con-014
textual representations may be suboptimal. In015
this work, we propose a pipelined approach016
that builds on two independent pre-trained en-017
coders, in which the emotion extraction model018
only provide input features for the cause ex-019
traction model. Based on a series of careful020
experiments, we validate that our model can021
create distinct contextual representations ac-022
cording to specific emotional texts, and thus023
achieve state-of-the-art performance in both024
ECE and ECPE tasks, with the absolute F1 im-025
provements of 1.5% and 4.72% over best pre-026
vious works respectively. Besides, we apply a027
set of simple clause selection rules to extract028
multiple pairs in the document, strengthening029
the applicability of our model in real world sce-030
narios.031

1 Introduction032

Emotion Cause Analysis, the task about detecting033

the stimuli of emotions expressed in text, has at-034

tracted incresing attention from both academia and035

industry in recent years(Russo et al., 2011; Ghazi036

et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2021).037

Previous works focus on Emotion Cause Extrac-038

tion (ECE), which has been proposed by (Lee et al.,039

2010) as a word-level sequence labeling problem.040

(Chen et al., 2010) suggested that clause-level ex-041

traction may better fit the task of finding causes for042

certain emotions. (Gui et al., 2016) re-formalized 043

ECE as a clause-level extraction problem and re- 044

leased a new dataset for the task. Figure 1 displays 045

an example document in the corpus. As is shown, 046

the goal of ECE is to extract all cause clauses corre- 047

sponding to the given emotion. This framework has 048

been followed by many works (Gui et al., 2017; Li 049

et al., 2018; Xia et al.) and the dataset has become 050

the benchmark dataset for ECE task. 051

Xia and Ding (2019) pointed out that ECE task 052

suffers from two shortcomings: 1) The emotion 053

must be annotated in advance. 2) The goal of ECE 054

neglects the fact that emotions and causes are mu- 055

tually indicative. Therefore, Xia and Ding (2019) 056

developed the task to emotion cause pair extrac- 057

tion (ECPE), in which emotion clauses and their 058

corresponding cause clauses are extracted as pairs, 059

as Figure 1 shows. They proposed a two-step pi- 060

plined approach to solve the ECPE problem. The 061

model first extract all the emotion clauses and cause 062

clauses respectively, and then feed all possible pairs 063

to a filter and select the final result. 064

More recently, however, the ECPE task has been 065

dominated by end-to-end systems that model emo- 066

tion/cause clause extraction and matching jointly 067

(Ding et al., 2020a; Cheng et al., 2020; Fan et al., 068

2020). It is believed that joint models are able 069

to capture interactions between subtasks of emo- 070

tion/cause extraction and emotion-cause pairing 071

while mitigating error propagation. 072

In this work, we re-investigate the good and bad 073

of emotion information in cause extraction. We 074

argue that emotions that are expressed by certain 075

emotional words can be extracted independently 076

while cause clauses must depend on certain emo- 077

tion clauses to be a cause. For the example showed 078

in Figure 1, c18 is a cause because "surprise" is 079

expressed in c17 and if we remove c17 and add a 080

clause like "Guo Jiamei was very happy for their 081

help" then c1 becomes a cause while c17 is not. 082

Therefore, document context containing emotion 083
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Figure 1: An Example document that occur in both ECE and ECPE benchmark dataset. Note that this document is
regarded as two different samples in the ECE corpus since they are annotated with two differnet types of emotion,
sadness and surprise.

information is so crucial for cause extraction that it084

is almost meaningless to perform cause extraction085

solely without any emotion information.086

To better utilize emotion information, our ap-087

proach builds on two independent pre-trained en-088

coders, one for emotion extraction and one for089

emotion-oriented cause extraction, and they are090

trained separately. The emotion model only pro-091

vide input features for the cause extraction model092

by encoding text of extracted emotion clause with093

its document context or by inserting text markers094

at the start and end position of the predicted emo-095

tion clause. The pre-trained encoder of the cause096

extraction are able to create emotion-aware contex-097

tual representations and is surprisingly effective in098

finding the corresponding causes of the extracted099

emotions. Moreover, we apply a set of clause selec-100

tion rules to deal with extracting multiple causes101

for one emotion, and obtain even more inspiring102

results in multiple pair extraction.103

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:104

• We propose a simple but effective approach105

for emotion cause analysis based on two in-106

dependent pre-trained encoders, and by fus-107

ing emotion information obtained from the108

emotion model, our emotion-oriented cause109

extraction model can create emotion-aware110

contextual representations and thus reaches111

state-of-the-art performance in both ECE and112

ECPE tasks. And we conduct extensive analy-113

sis to better understand the effectiveness.114

• In order to deal with longer and more complex115

documents, we apply a set of simple rules for 116

clause selection on the cause span predicted 117

by our span-level cause extraction model. Ex- 118

perimental results show that our model is very 119

suitable for extracting multiple emotion-cause 120

pairs, strengthening the applicability of our 121

approach in real world scenarios. 122

2 Task Definition 123

Emotion Cause Extraction Emotion Cause Ex- 124

traction (ECE) has been defined as a clause-level 125

classification task (Gui et al., 2016) to extract 126

the corresponding stimuli of certain given emo- 127

tion in the context. Given a document d = 128

[c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d|], where ci is the ith clause in d, 129

and an annotated emotion clause ce, where e ∈ E, 130

E ={happiness, sadness, disgust,
fear, anger, surprise}

(1) 131

an ECE model are able to find all the cause clauses 132

of the given emotion clause as {cc1, cc2, ...}. Note 133

that the emotion clause must be annotated in ad- 134

vance and only one emotion occur in one document, 135

while there may be multiple causes corresponding 136

to it. 137

Emotion Cause Pair Extraction Xia and Ding
(2019) developed the ECE task to Emotion Cause
Pair Extraction (ECPE), in which all emotion
clauses coupled with their corresponding causes
will be extracted simultaneously. Given a docu-
ment d = [c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d|], the goal of ECPE is
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to extract a set of emotion-cause pairs

P = {..., (cemo, ccau), ...}

where cemo is the emotion clause and ccau is its138

corresponding cause clause. The ECPE task deals139

with finding multiple causes for multiple emotions140

in one document.141

3 Methodology142

As Figure 2 shows, our approach consist of two143

independent models, an emotion extraction model144

and a cause extraction model. The emotion extrac-145

tion model first takes a clause as input and predict146

whether it is an emotion clause or not. Then all147

the extracted emotion clauses will be used as in-148

put features for the cause extraction model with149

their contexts in a document. By encoding the con-150

text with specific emotion text, the cause extraction151

model can create emotion-aware contextual repre-152

sentations for the document and find a span that153

stimulate the emotion. We select all the possible154

cause clauses based on the span and form emotion-155

cause pairs as results. Both of our models build on156

pre-trained encoders such as BERT (Devlin et al.,157

2018). We will explain the details of both models158

below and demonstrate why we choose indepen-159

dent pre-trained encoders to generate contextual160

representations as input features to the model.161

3.1 Emotion Extraction Model162

Our emotion model is a standard sentence classifi-163

cation model based on pre-trained encoders. Pre-164

vious works take the whole document as input for165

emotion extraction and put emphasis on capturing166

context information. However, we argue that in the167

emotion extraction task, context information is not168

always helpful since there may be multiple emotion169

in one document and sharing contextual represen-170

tations may be suboptimal for extracting different171

emotions. We train an sentence-level binary classi-172

fication model for sentiment classification.173

The error propagation issue is an important short-174

coming that limits the performance of pipeline mod-175

els. To address this problem, we hypothesize that176

compared to inter-clause information, inner-clause177

information is more useful because emotion is al-178

ways expressed by certain emotional words in a179

clause. We implement a lexicon-based scheme to180

calibrate the sentiment classification result for each181

document and use ANTUSD (Wang and Ku, 2016)182

as the sentiment lexicon. The scheme consists of183

two simple rules: 1) For each emotion clause ex- 184

tracted by our model, if it is not predicted by the 185

lexicon-based method, delete it. 2) If our model 186

extract no emotion clauses for a document, we use 187

the emotion clauses predicted by the lexicon-based 188

method instead. The scheme greatly improves both 189

the precision rate and recall rate of emotion extrac- 190

tion, with the overall F1 > 0.95, and thus mitigate 191

the error propagation issue. 192

3.2 Emotion-oriented Cause Extraction 193

Model 194

In the two-step model proposed by (Xia and Ding, 195

2019), there is an cause extraction component 196

which extract potential cause clauses in a docu- 197

ment at first. We found the performance of this 198

independent model unsatisfying since it ignores the 199

fact that certain cause clause depends on its corre- 200

sponding emotion clause. In our approach, we do 201

not implement a model that perform cause extrac- 202

tion solely, and instead conduct emotion-oriented 203

cause extraction. 204

Previous works have attached importance to the 205

use of emotion information in cause extraction. 206

Tang et al. (2020) point out that emotion informa- 207

tion help the model capture inner relationship be- 208

tween emotion clauses and cause clauses. Xia and 209

Ding (2019) propose a variant two-step model that 210

use emotion classification output to improve cause 211

extraction, while (Ding et al., 2020b) combine the 212

result of emotion-pivot cause extraction and cause- 213

pivot emotion extraction. However, all of these 214

models share one LSTM layer or pre-trained en- 215

coder for contextual representations. 216

We argue that sharing contextual encoders lead 217

to suboptimal results since there may be muti- 218

ple emotions and multiple causes in one docu- 219

ment and the shared representations fail to cap- 220

ture proper contextual information for a specific 221

emotion clause. For example, the 14th clause in 222

Figure 1 is crucial in finding the cause of sadness 223

expressed in the 15th clause but not, or even mis- 224

leading in finding the cause of surprise expressed 225

in the 17th clause 226

3.2.1 Cause Extraction based on Span-Level 227

Extraction 228

Inspired by BERT-based question answering mod-
els (Devlin et al., 2018), we build our emotion-
oriented cause extraction model on a pre-trained
encoder. The model takes each extracted emotion
and its context as input and create emotion-aware
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(a) Emotion Extraction Model (b) Emotion-oriented Cause Extraction Model

Figure 2: Overall architecture of our approach, consisting of two independent models based on BERT encoders.

contextual representations for the document con-
text. Given a document d = [c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d|] and
extracted emotion clause ce, we use D denote the
input for BERT encoder:

D = [CLS] c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d| [SEP ] ce [SEP ]

As Figure 2 shows, the architecture of our model229

is very similar to the input of a bert-based question230

answering model, while we replace the query with231

the emotion clause predicted by our emotion model.232

Note that the emotion model may extract multiple233

emotion clauses, and each cause is processed inde-234

pendently with its document context. We use HD235

to denote the sequence of hidden states produced236

by the BERT encoder.237

HD =(h[CLS],xc1 , ...,xci ,

...,xc|d| , h[SEP ],xce , h[SEP ])
(2)238

where xci = (hi1, ..., hij , ...hi|ci|), hij is the out-239

put hidden state of jth token in ith clause and |ci|240

denotes the number of tokens in ith clause.241

The output layer of our cause extraction model242

is also implemented in the similar way with BERT-243

based question answering model. The model pre-244

dict the start and end position of a cause span by245

selecting tokens of maximum probabilities. For246

each token in the document context, its probability247

of being a start or an end position is computed by a248

softmax layer on top of the output hidden states.249

Then we use the predicted cause span to select250

cause clauses as final result of the cause extrac-251

tion model. Given the predicted cause span s, we252

calculate two values for each clause c in the doc- 253

ument, ratioc and Absolute_lengthc. We define 254

an indicater function 255

I(wi, s) =

{
1 if wi is covered by s
0 otherwise

(3) 256

where wi is the ith token in clause c, then the values 257

of clause c can be calculated as 258

Absolute_lengthc =
∑
wi∈c

I(wi, s) (4) 259

260

ratioc =
Absolute_lengthc

#number of tokens in clause c
(5) 261

We select the cause clause by applying two sim- 262

ple rules: 1) Extract the clause of maximum 263

ratio value. 2) If there are more than one can- 264

didate clauses, we select the one with larger 265

Absolute_length as the result. 266

3.2.2 Extracting Multiple Causes 267

By processing each predicted emotion clause inde- 268

pendently, our model can deal with finding causes 269

for multiple emotions in one document. However, 270

there are some documents in which one emotion 271

corresponds to multiple causes. 272

We find that causes of the same emotion are 273

always adjacent, as shown in Figure 1, so we can 274

utilize the predicted cause span to extract multiple 275

causes simply by adding another rule: 3) For each 276

clause c, if ratioc > 0.90, select it as a cause 277

clause. 278
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3.2.3 Fusing Emotion Information through279

Extra Marker Tokens280

In the relation extraction task, there has been an281

idea of using additional markers to highlight the282

subject and object (Peters et al., 2019; Soares et al.,283

2019; Sun et al., 2019). Zhong and Chen (2021)284

use typed markers to fuse entity information at the285

input layer of their relation model.286

Similarly, we define untyped markers as287

< start >, < end > and typed markers < e :288

start >, < e : end > where e ∈ E to mark the289

start and end of an emotion clause. The input of290

BERT encoder can be modified as:291

[CLS] c1,..., < start >, ce, < end >,

..., ci, ..., c|d| [SEP ]
(6)292

for untyped markers and293

[CLS] c1,..., < start : e >, ce, < end : e >,

..., ci, ..., c|d| [SEP ]
(7)294

for typed markers.295

We use the modified input sequence to replace296

the input shown in Figure 2, and use the same297

output layer and clause selection rules to extract298

cause clauses. For the model with untyped markers,299

the performance is only slightly lower than the300

model based on question answering. For typed301

markers, since we can not obtain convincing results302

for emotion types, we only evaluate the model on303

ECE task. The details are elaborated in section 4.304

3.3 Training and Optimization305

For both the emotion extraction model and cause306

extraction model, we fine-tune the pre-trained en-307

coder using task-specific training objectives.308

For the emotion model, we use cross entropy309

loss.310

Le = −
1

N

N∑
i=1

ei·log(p(ei))+(1−ei)·log(1−p(ei))

(8)311

where N is the number of clauses in the dataset, ei312

is the label (1 for emotion clase and 0 for others)313

and p(ei) is the probability of the clause being an314

emotion clause predicted by the model.315

For the cause extraction model based on span-316

level extraction, we compute the cross entropy loss317

for both start and end positions and take the average318

value as the final loss.319

Lstart = −
1

|D|

|D|∑
i=1

si · log(p(si)) (9)320

Item Number
Samples total number 2105
Documents total number 1945
Doc. with one emotion 1816
Doc. with two emotion 118
Doc. with three emotion 11
Ave. of Clause per document 14.77
Max. of Clause per document 73

Table 1: Statistics of the ECE corpus

Item Number
Doc. total number 1945
Doc. with one emotion cause pair 1746
Doc. with two emotion cause pairs 177
Doc. with more than two pairs 22
Doc. with emotion corres-
ponding to multiple causes 66

Table 2: Statistics of the ECPE corpus.

321

Lend = − 1

|D|

|D|∑
i=1

ti · log(p(ti)) (10) 322

323

Lc =
1

2
(Lstart + Lend) (11) 324

where |D| is the number of documents in the 325

dataset, si and ti are one hot vectors (0, ..., 1, 0,...) 326

used to denote ground truth position of start and 327

end tokens of cause clauses. p(si) and p(ti) are the 328

predicted probabilities of the start and end position. 329

4 Experiments 330

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics 331

We conduct our experiments on two benchmark 332

datasets in Emotion Cause Analysis: the ECE cor- 333

pus and ECPE corpus. 334

Emotion Cause Extraction (ECE) Gui et al. 335

(2016) released a Chinese emotion cause dataset 336

using SINA city news and this dataset has become 337

the benchmark dataset for ECE research. Table 1 338

shows the statistics of the ECE dataset. Note that 339

documents with more than one emotions are split 340

to several samples, thus every sample in the dataset 341

contains only one emotion, while it may have mul- 342

tiple causes. We use precision, recall and F1 score 343

as metrics for evaluation, which can be computed 344

as: 345

P =

∑
correct_cause∑
proposed_cause

(12) 346
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347

R =

∑
correct_cause∑

annotated_cause
(13)348

349

F1 =
2× P ×R

P +R
(14)350

Emotion Cause Pair Extraction (ECPE) Xia351

and Ding (2019) construct an benchmark ECPE cor-352

pus based on the ECE corpus. To meet the ECPE353

task settings, samples with same text content are354

merged into one document with multiple emotion-355

cause pairs. Table 2 shows statistics of the ECPE356

corpus. For evaluation metrics, precison, recall and357

F1 defined in (Xia and Ding, 2019) are used. Be-358

sides, most ECPE approaches also evaluate their359

models on two sub-tasks: emotion extraction and360

cause extraction. We do this only for emotion ex-361

traction since our approach do not conduct cause362

extraction solely.363

Following the previous work (Xia and Ding,364

2019; Wei et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2020a), we365

perform 10-fold cross validation and use the same366

data split for ECPE task. For ECE task, we also367

perform 10-fold cross validation by stochastically368

selecting 90% of the data for training and the re-369

maining 10% for testing, repeating the experiments370

10 times and reporting the average result.371

4.2 Experimental Settings372

We implement our model based on Pytorch and373

Transformers and use bert− base− chinese374

as the base encoders. We use ground truth emotion375

labels to train our cause extraction model and dur-376

ing inference, we first use the emotion model to377

extract emotion clauses in each document and cali-378

brate the result with the sentiment lexicon. We use379

ANTUSD (Wang and Ku, 2016) as the sentiment lexi-380

con, and following previous work (Wei et al., 2020),381

the hyperparameter N is set to 3. The predicted382

emotion clauses are fed into the emotion-oriented383

cause extraction model. We set the random seed to384

42 and all of our models are trained using Adam385

optimizer. The learning rate for emotion model is386

1e-5, and the warmup ratio is 0.2. For the cause387

extraction models, the learning rate is 2e-5 while388

warmup ratio for span-level cause extraction mod-389

els is 0.2.390

4.3 Results and Analysis391

4.3.1 Results on the ECPE Task392

Table 3 compares our approach to the best previ-393

ous works on the ECPE task. As is shown, our394

approach outperform all existing joint models and 395

achieve state-of-the-art performance, with an ab- 396

solute F1 improvement of 4.72% over the best 397

previous work(Ding et al., 2020b). Indep, Inter- 398

CE and Inter-EC are the two-step pipelined mod- 399

els proposed by (Xia and Ding, 2019), and our 400

pipelined approach achieve an absolute F1 improv- 401

ment of 17.76% over Inter-EC. 402

We can also observe the effectiveness of the sen- 403

timent lexicon, with the significant improvement of 404

4.86% in absolute F1 score over (Wei et al., 2020) 405

on the evaluation of emotion extractioin subtask. 406

Our cause extraction model with untyped mark- 407

ers also achieve convincing results, with the overall 408

F1 only slightly lower (-0.09%) than the QA-based 409

model with lexicon and even 0.06% higher without 410

lexicon, indicating that the use of text markers are 411

able to substitute encodings of the emotion text as 412

query. 413

Specifically, we observe that the gains of our 414

approach mainly originate from the improvement 415

of recall rate. Our QA-based model achieve an 416

improvement of 3.84% in recall rate over the 417

model proposed by Wei et al. (2020), which is 418

also lexicon-based. Even without lexicon, our ap- 419

proach achieve competitive results, with an 3.21% 420

improvement for the QA-based model and 3.26% 421

improvement for the untyped-marker model in re- 422

call rate over (Ding et al., 2020b). 423

4.3.2 Results on Extracting Multiple Pairs 424

Since we create emotion-aware contextual repre- 425

sentations by encoding the context with aspecific 426

emotion clause, our approach is very suitable for 427

finding causes for multiple emotions in one doc- 428

ument. Following settings of previous work Wei 429

et al. (2020), we build a subset of each fold’s test 430

set by selecting documents that have more than one 431

emotion-cause pair and use the QA-based cause 432

extraction model to conduct our experiments. 433

Table 4 reports the comparative results on the 434

subsets. In order to process douments with emo- 435

tion that have multiple corresponding causes, we 436

apply several clause selction rules as explained in 437

section 3.2.2. We evaluate our approach without 438

applying rule 3. As is shown, our approach outper- 439

forms existing ECPE models on multiple pairs ex- 440

traction considerably by an absolute F1 of 19.41% 441

for the model with lexicon and 14.24% for the one 442

without lexicon. We also find that applying rule3 443

improve model performance by boosting the recall 444

rate, indicating that our approach is able to extract 445
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Model Emotion Extraction Cause Extraction Pair extraction
P(%) R(%) F1(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

Indep†(Xia and Ding, 2019) 83.75 80.71 82.10 69.02 56.73 62.05 68.32 50.82 58.18
Inter-CE† 84.94 81.22 83.00 68.09 56.34 61.51 69.02† 51.35 59.01
Inter-EC† 83.64 81.07 82.30 70.41 60.83 65.07 67.21 57.05 61.28
(Chen et al., 2020a)† 86.14 78.11 81.88 73.48 58.41 64.96 71.49 62.79 66.86
(Cheng et al., 2020)† 84.06 79.80 81.81 69.92 65.88 67.78 68.36 62.91 65.45
(Tang et al., 2020) 89.90 80.00 84.70 - - - 71.10 60.70 65.50
(Yuan et al., 2020) 81.96 73.29 77.39 74.90 66.02 70.18 72.43 63.66 67.76
(Ding et al., 2020a) 86.27 92.21 89.10 73.36 69.34 71.23 72.92 65.44 68.89
(Wei et al., 2020) 91.23 89.99 90.57 74.61 77.88 76.15 71.19 76.30 73.60
(Chen et al., 2020b) 88.57 79.58 83.75 79.07 69.28 73.75 76.92 67.91 72.02
(Ding et al., 2020b) 86.08 91.91 88.86 73.82 79.12 76.30 77.00 72.35 74.52
Ours(marker) (w/o lexicon) 79.92 90.87 84.92 - - - 66.96 75.61 70.91
Ours(marker) 94.09 96.85 95.43 - - - 78.30 80.05 79.15
Ours(QA) (w/o lexicon) 79.92 90.87 84.92 - - - 66.91 75.56 70.85
Ours(QA) 94.09 96.85 95.43 - - - 78.39 80.14 79.24

Table 3: Comparative results of our approach and existing ECPE models. For fair comparison, if a model has an
implementation based on BERT, we report the BERT-based results, and use †to mark the models that do not have
a BERT-based implementation.

Model P(%) R(%) F1(%)
Inter-EC 59.12 33.02 42.06
(Wei et al., 2020) 75.08 43.90 55.31
Ours-rule3-lexicon 68.45 58.18 62.53
Ours -lexicon 70.41 69.21 69.55
Ours -rule3 77.02 59.37 66.85
Ours 79.28 70.89 74.72

Table 4: Results on extracting multiple pairs. "-
lexicon" means thatwe do not use the lexicon, and "-
rule3" means that we do not apply rule3 explained in
section 3.2.2

multiple causes for one emotion in a document.446

Existing ECPE models usually suffer from per-447

formance degration when extracting multiple pairs448

(-19.22% for the Inter-EC model proposed by (Xia449

and Ding, 2019) and -10.79% for Wei et al. (2020)’s450

model). This greatly limits their applications in451

real world scenarios when document context is452

longer and more complex. However, by creating453

emotion-aware contextual representations and ap-454

plying cause selection rules, the performance of455

our approach does not heavily depend on the num-456

ber of emotion-cause pairs in a document, with457

the degration of -4.52% for the model with lex-458

icon and -1.30% for the one without lexicon on459

extracting multiple pairs. The results shows that460

our approach is more robust in dealing with more461

complex articles more suitable for real world sce- 462

narios of emotion cause analysis. 463

4.3.3 Results on the ECE Task 464

As shown in table 5, our approach achieve state-of- 465

the-art results in the ECE task. While the QA-based 466

model obtain higher recall rate, the model with 467

typed markers reaches the best F1 by advancing 468

the previous best by 1.5% in absolute F1. Com- 469

pared to untyped markers, typed markerss bring 470

an improvement of 1.2%, indicating that emotion 471

types benifits the extraction of cause clause.

Model P(%) R(%) F1(%)
(Gui et al., 2017) 70.7 68.4 69.6
(Li et al., 2018) 77.2 68.9 72.7
(Xia et al.) 76.9 76.6 76.7
(Tang et al., 2020) 80.8 79.9 80.3
Ours(untyped marker) 78.2 83.1 80.6
Ours(QA) 78.5 83.7 81.0
Ours(typed marker) 80.2 83.5 81.8

Table 5: Results on the ECE task.

472

4.3.4 Importance of Emotion-aware 473

Contextual Representations 474

Our core argument is that it is crucial to build dis- 475

tinct contextual representations according to spe- 476

cific emotion text by encoding the text of predicted 477

emotion clauses with their document contexts or 478
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by inserting untyped markers to the start and end479

positions of predicted emotion clause in the con-480

text.481

Above results show that both methods achieve482

convincing results, and in order to further validate483

the importance of emotion-aware contextual rep-484

resentations, we conduct ablation experiments by485

removing emotion text and position markers in the486

context.

Pair Extraction
Model P(%) R(%) F1(%)
-emotion -lexicon 61.14 69.06 64.75
-emotion 71.09 72.68 71.86
-emotion -lexicon† 53.53 52.80 52.94
-emotion† 59.90 54.19 56.80

Table 6: Results of ablation experiments. We use †to
mark the models that are evaluated on extracting multi-
ple pairs, following settings explained in section 4.3.2

487

From Table 6, we can observe a clear gap be-488

tween the model without fusion of emotion fea-489

tures and our models. Compared to our QA-based490

model, the model suffers from the degration of491

-7.38% with lexicon and -6.1% without lexicon.492

The gap is more obvious for the results on extract-493

ing multiple pairs, with the degration of -17.92%494

with lexicon and -16.61% without lexicon. In other495

words, we validate that the performance of cause496

extraction can boost simply by encoding emotion497

text with the context, or by inserting two marker498

tokens.499

5 Related Work500

Emotion Cause Extraction Lee et al. (2010) first501

proposed the emotion cause extraction task and502

realeased a small scale dataset. Early works used503

rule-based (Chen et al., 2010), machine learning504

based (Ghazi et al., 2015) to solve the task.505

Gui et al. (2016) re-formalized the task as clause-506

level binary classification and realeased a bench-507

mark corpus for the ECE task. This framework is508

followed by many works (Gui et al., 2017; Li et al.,509

2018; Xia et al.).510

Emotion Cause Pair Extraction Xia and Ding511

(2019) expanded the task to emotion cause pair ex-512

traction and construct a benchmark ECPE corpus513

based the Gui et al. (2016)’s dataset. Xia and Ding514

(2019) proposed a two-step pipeline model to solve515

the task, all of the following works employs end-516

to-end models (Fan et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020;517

Cheng et al., 2020). Some of the models select the 518

result from all possible pairs (Chen et al., 2020b; 519

Ding et al., 2020a,b), and some of the models re- 520

gard ECPE as a sequence labeling problem (Chen 521

et al., 2020b; Yuan et al., 2020). 522

Pipeline approach vs Joint approach Disputes 523

between joint approach and pipeline approach do 524

not only lie in the field of ECPE. In relation ex- 525

traction, many systems model entity extraction and 526

relation classification jointly (Luan et al., 2018; 527

Wadden et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020), with the be- 528

lief that joint models can capture the interactions 529

between entities and relations and avoid error prop- 530

agation. However, Zhong and Chen (2021) argued 531

that shared contextual representations are subopti- 532

mal and proposed a simple pipelined approach that 533

reached state-of-the-art performance. 534

6 Conclusion 535

In this paper, we present a simple but effective ap- 536

proach for emotion cause analysis, including both 537

emotion cause extraction (ECE) and emotion cause 538

pair extraction (ECPE) tasks. Unlike most of the ex- 539

isting ECPE systems that employ a joint model and 540

conduct end-to-end training, our approach build 541

on two independent encoders for emotion extrac- 542

tion and emotion-oriented cause extraction. Experi- 543

ments show that our approach reach state-of-the-art 544

performance in both ECE and ECPE task and is 545

even more suitable for extracting multiple emotion- 546

cause pairs in a document, making it more applica- 547

ble in real world scenarios. We conduct extensive 548

ablation experiments to show the importance of 549

creating emotion-aware contextual representations 550

and the effectiveness of applying a set of simple 551

rules for cause clause selection. 552

In the future work, we will try to utilize emotion 553

type information and deal with longer and more 554

complex documents, in which causes of the same 555

emotion may not be adjacent. It is also necessary 556

to compare the role of cause clause with cause span 557

in emotion cause analysis. 558
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A Additional Findings699

A.1 Direct Clause-Level Extraction700

We also attempt to extract cause clauses directly by701

applying a emotion-oriented multi-label learning702

model. The model is also based on a BERT encoder703

and we add a multi-label output layer on top of the704

sequence of hidden states HD. We construct the705

representation of each clause rci by computing the706

average of all hidden states of tokens in clause ci707

and concatenate it with the context vecotor.708

hci =
1

|ci|

|ci|∑
j=1

hij (15)709

710

rci = [hci , h[CLS]] (16)711

where hij and h[CLS] are the hidden states obtained712

by Equation 2. Then we use sigmoid function to713

compute the output label yci where yci ∈ {0, 1},714

and 1 means that clause ci is a cause clause of the715

predicted emotion.716

During training, we use the cross entropy loss717

that can be calculated as:718

Le =−
1

|D|

|D|∑
i=1

1

|ci|

|ci|∑
j=1

cij · log(p(cij))

+ (1− cij) · log(1− p(cij))

(17)719

where |ci| is the number of clauses in ith document, 720

cij is the label of jth clause in ith document (1 721

for cause clase and 0 for others) and p(cij) is the 722

probability of the clause being an cause predicted 723

by the model. 724

However, the performance of clause-level multi- 725

label learning model underperform the span-level 726

model. We obtain more negative results when we 727

insert [CLS] and [SEP ] tokens into start and end 728

positions of clauses and use h[CLSi] to replace rci 729

in Equation 16. These results indicates that token- 730

level information is crucial in finding cause clauses, 731

thus we use the span-level model for emotion- 732

oriented cause extraction in our approach. 733

A.2 Results on Emotion Classification 734

The results on the ECE task show that emotion 735

type benifits cause extraction. We also attempt to 736

classify types of emotions to provide fine-grained 737

information for cause extraction in ECPE task. As 738

explained in Equation 1, there are six types of emo- 739

tions in the benchmark dataset, so we train a multi- 740

class classification model to classify emotion types. 741

Unfortunately, the results of emotion type classifi- 742

cation is not satisfying enough to avoid the error 743

propagation issue. We report the results below.

P R F1
57.68 43.82 48.50

Table 7: Results on emotion classification.

744
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